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About Me

● 4th-year Ph.D. Candidate at UCLA

● Research interests
v Large language models for planning, reasoning, and generation
v Mathematical reasoning in mathematics, sciences, and medical domains
v Trustworthy NLP models: explainable, reliable, and socially responsible
v Conversational agents: value-aware and socially intelligent
v Multimodal reasoning for vision-and-language applications

● Lead organizer for NeurIPS-21 MathAI4ED and NeurIPS-22 MathAI 
Workshops

● Keynote presenter at IJCAI-23 Tutorial on mathematical reasoning

https://lupantech.github.io/

https://lupantech.github.io/


Large Language Models and Emergent Abilities

Jason et al, Transactions on Machine Learning Research, 2022Jason et al, Chain-of-Thought Prompting Elicits Reasoning in Large Language Models, NeurIPS 2022



Chain-of-Thought Prompting

Chain-of-Thought Prompting (CoT) unlocks
and boosts the compositional reasoning
ability in the natural language space.

Jason et al, Chain-of-Thought Prompting Elicits Reasoning in Large Language Models, NeurIPS 2022



Limitations of LLMs (CoT)

Question: Which is the main persuasive appeal used in this ad?
Context: A black dog standing in front of a fence.
Options: 
(A) logos (reason) 
(B) ethos (character) 
(C) pathos (emotion)

Answer: The answer is C. BECAUSE: The ad is trying to make you feel a certain way about the product. It is not trying 
to persuade you with logic or with an appeal to character.

Question: Which month is the wettest on average in Christchurch?
Context: Use the graph to answer the question below.
A series of photographs showing a variety of colorful objects.
Options:
(A) April
(B) December
(C) May

Answer: The answer is B. BECAUSE: The graph shows the average monthly rainfall in Christchurch from 1971 to 2000.
The wettest month on average is December, with an average rainfall of 154.8 mm.
The second wettest month is May, with an average rainfall of 153.1 mm.
The third wettest month is April, with an average rainfall of 151.4 mm.

● Lack the abilities for visual perception



Limitations of LLMs (CoT)

● An inability to access domain-specific knowledge and up-to-date information

Question: Complete the sentence.
A dinosaur bone turning into rock over millions of years is a ().
Options: (A) chemical change (B) physical change

Answer: The answer is B. BECAUSE: A physical change is a change to a substance that does not change 
what the substance is made of.

A chemical change is a change to a substance that does change what the substance is made of.\n
In this sentence, the word 'change' is a verb. It is an action word. The word 'change' is also a noun. It is a thing.

A physical change is a change to a substance that does not change what the substance is made of. For example, 
when water freezes, it changes from a liquid to a solid. But it is still made of water molecules. So, freezing is a 
physical change.

A chemical change is a change to a substance that does change what the substance is made of. For example, 
when water evaporates, it changes from a liquid to a gas. But it is still made of water molecules. So, evaporating is 
a physical change.

In this sentence, the word 'change' is a physical change. A dinosaur bone turning into rock over millions of 
years is a physical change.



Limitations of LLMs

● An inability to understand domain-specific context information



Limitations of LLMs

● Lack the ability to perform precise mathematical reasoning



Limitations of LLMs

● An inability to combine different tools to perform complex reasoning



Tool Use

How to compose these numerous tools to tackle complex tasks?

Tool-Augmented LLMs!



Existing Tool-Augmented LLMs

Toolformer: Language Models Can Teach Themselves to Use 
Tools, https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.04761

HuggingGPT: Solving AI Tasks with ChatGPT and its Friends in Hugging Face, https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.17580

☹ Constrained to a small set of tools or task-specific tools



Existing Tool-Augmented LLMs

ViperGPT: Visual Inference via Python Execution, https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.08128

☹ Constrained to domain-specific commands or programs



Comparisons of Existing Work
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Chameleon: LLM Planner
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Chameleon: LLM Planner
You need to act as a policy model, that given a question and a modular set, determines the sequence of 
modules that can be executed sequentially to solve the query. 

The modules are defined as follows: 
Query_Generator: This module generates a search engine query for the given question. Normally, we consider 
using "Query_Generator" when the question involves domain-specific knowledge. 
Bing_Search: This module searches the web for relevant information to the question. Normally, we consider 
using "Bing_Search" when the question involves domain-specific knowledge. 
Image_Captioner: This module generates a caption for the given image. Normally, we consider using 
"Image_Captioner" when the question involves the semantic understanding of the image, and the "has_image" 
field in the metadata is True. 
Text_Detector: This module detects the text in the given image. Normally, we consider using "Text_Detector" 
when the question involves the unfolding of the text in the image, e.g., diagram, chart, table, map, etc., and the 
"has_image" field in the metadata is True. 
Knowledge_Retrieval: This module retrieves background knowledge as the hint for the given question. 
Normally, we consider using "Knowledge_Retrieval" when the background knowledge is helpful to guide the 
solution. 
Solution_Generator: This module generates a detailed solution to the question based on the information 
provided. Normally, "Solution_Generator" will incorporate the information from "Query_Generator", 
"Bing_Search", "Image_Captioner", "Text_Detector", and "Knowledge_Retrieval". 
Answer_Generator: This module extracts the final answer in a short form from the solution or execution result. 



Chameleon: LLM Planner

Below are some examples that map the problem to the modules.

Question: Compare the average kinetic energies of the particles in each sample. Which sample has the higher 
temperature? 

Context: The diagrams below show two pure samples of gas in identical closed, rigid containers. Each colored 
ball represents one gas particle. Both samples have the same number of particles. 

Options: (A) neither; the samples have the same temperature (B) sample A (C) sample B 

Metadata: ‘pid’: 19, ‘has_image’: True, ‘grade’: 8, ‘subject’: ‘natural science’, ‘topic’: ‘physics’, ‘category’: 
‘Particle motion and energy’, ‘skill’: ‘Identify how particle motion affects temperature and pressure’ 

Modules: ["Text_Detector", "Knowledge_Retrieval", "Solution_Generator", "Answer_Generator"]



Chameleon: Module Inventory

Image Captioner

Text Detector

Bing Search
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Knowledge Retrieval



Chameleon: Knowledge Retrieval

Read the following question, and generate the background knowledge as the context information
that could be helpful for answering the question.

Question: Which property do these three objects have in common?

Options: (A) hard (B) soft (C) yellow

Metadata: ‘pid’: 43, ‘has_image’: True, ‘grade’: 4, ‘subject’: ‘natural science’, ‘topic’: ‘physics’,
‘category’: ‘Materials’, ‘skill’: ‘Compare properties of objects’

Detected text in the image: [‘handkerchief’, ‘slippers’, ‘leisure suit’]

Knowledge:
- This question is about comparing the properties of three objects: a handkerchief, slippers, and a
leisure suit.
- The objects are related to the topic of physics and the skill of comparing properties of objects.
- Properties of objects can include physical characteristics such as color, texture, shape, size, weight,
and material.



Chameleon: Query Generator

Read the following question and metadata, and generate the query for browser search as the context
information that could be helpful for answering the question.

Question: Which property do these two objects have in common?

Options: (A) hard (B) bendable

Metadata: ‘pid’: 329, ‘has_image’: True, ‘grade’: 2, ‘subject’: ‘natural science’, ‘topic’: ‘physics’,
‘category’: ‘Materials’, ‘skill’: ‘Compare properties of objects’

Detected text in the image: [([[41, 183], [131, 183], [131, 199], [41, 199]], ‘rubber gloves’),
([[245, 183], [313, 183], [313, 197], [245, 197]], ‘rain boots’)]

Search Query: Common material properties of jump rope and rubber gloves



Chameleon: Row Lookup

Read the following question and table. Each row is separated by a newline (‘\n’) and each column is separated 
by a vertical bar (‘|’). Return the simplified table that only remains the rows that are relevant to the question. If 
all rows are relevant, or the number of rows is fewer than three, return the original table.

Question: In preparation for graduation, some teachers and students volunteered for the various graduation 
committees. How many people are on the music committee?

Table:
Committee | Students | Teachers
Program | 5 | 17
Ticket | 20 | 5
Music | 20 | 15
Schedule | 15 | 20
Food | 18 | 2

Simplified Table:
Committee | Students | Teachers
Music | 20 | 15



Chameleon: Table Verbalizer

Read the following question and table. Write a textual description of the table. The description should keep the 
critical information in the table for answering the question. The description should not answer the question.

Table:
Committee | Students | Teachers
Program | 5 | 17
Ticket | 20 | 5
Music | 20 | 15
Schedule | 15 | 20
Food | 18 | 2

Table description: The table shows the number of students and teachers on each of the four graduation
committees: Program, Ticket, Music, and Schedule. The Music committee has 20 students and 15 teachers.



Chameleon: Program Generator

Read the following table and then write Python code to answer a question.

Table:
Price | Quantity demanded | Quantity supplied
$895 | 21,000 | 3,400
$945 | 17,200 | 7,400
$995 | 13,400 | 11,400
$1,045 | 9,600 | 15,400
$1,095 | 5,800 | 19,400

Questions: Look at the table. Then answer the question. At a price of $995, is there a shortage or a
surplus? Please select from the following options: [‘shortage’, ‘surplus’].

Code:
# Python Code, return 'ans'. Make sure that 'ans' is a string selected
from the options in the question
quantity_demanded_at_price_955 = 13400
quantity_supplied_at_price_955 = 11400
if quantity_demanded_at_price_955 > quantity_supplied_at_price_955:

ans = 'shortage'
else:

ans = 'surplus'



Chameleon: Solution Generator

Given the question (and the context), select the answer from the options [“A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, “E”]. You should give 
concise and step-by-step solutions. Finally, conclude the answer in the format of "the answer is [ANSWER]", 
where [ANSWER] is one from the options ["A", "B", "C", "D", "E"].

Question: Which property do these two objects have in common?

Context: Select the better answer.

Options: (A) hard (B) bendable

Metadata: ‘pid’: 6493, ‘has_image’: True, ‘grade’: 2, ‘subject’: ‘natural science’, ‘topic’:
‘physics’, ‘category’: ‘Materials’, ‘skill’: ‘Compare properties of objects’
Image caption: A pair of scissors next to a pair of scissors.

Detected text with coordinates in the image: [([53, 185], ‘jump rope’), ([233, 183],], ‘rubber gloves’)]

Retrieved knowledge:
- Properties of objects can include physical characteristics such as color, texture, shape, size, weight, and 
material. In this case, the two objects have the property of being bendable in common.

Solution: An object has different properties. … The property that both objects have in common is bendable. 
Therefore, the answer is B.



ScienceQA: Science Question Answering



Domain Diversity in ScienceQA

3
subjects

26
topics

127 
categories

379
skills

Nature Science Social Science Language Science

https://scienceqa.github.io/explore.html

https://scienceqa.github.io/explore.html


Context Diversity in ScienceQA



Module Inventory for ScienceQA

Knowledge Retrieval
Query Generator
Solution Generator

Image Captioner

Answer Generator

Bing Search

Text Detector



Chameleon for ScienceQA
Analyze the advertisement to determine which persuasive appeal is used. The 
ad mentions that Earthzy paper plates carry the Sierra Club seal of approval. 
This implies that the product is environmentally friendly and has been endorsed 
by a reputable organization. This appeal is primarily based on the credibility 
and authority of the Sierra Club, which is an example of ethos (character).

- The question is about identifying the main persuasive appeal used in an advertisement. 
- There are three main types of persuasive appeals: ethos, pathos, and logos. 
- Ethos is an appeal to the speaker's or writer's credibility, character, or authority. 
- Pathos is an appeal to the audience's emotions, feelings, or sympathies. 
- Logos is an appeal to logic, reason, or rationality, using facts, statistics, or arguments. 

ethos (character)

[194, 21]: Earthzy paper
[244, 70]: plates now
[172, 112]: carry the Sierra
[231, 159]: Club seal of
[275, 198]: approval

Answer GeneratorBing Search Solution GeneratorQuery GeneratorImage Captioner

Answer GeneratorSolution GeneratorKnowledge RetrievalText Detector

Which animal’s skin is adapted 
for survival in cold places?
(A) Eurasian lynx 
(B) Thorny Devil

(Response 1) Adaptations: Have a thick fur coat for insulation against the 
cold. In winter, the coat is white to provide camouflage against the ice and 
snow. In summer, when the snow has melted, they have a thin, dark grey 
or brown coat which provides camouflage against rock and vegetation. 
(Response 2) The polar bear is adapted to life in a cold climate Polar 
bears are well adapted for survival in the Arctic. Their adaptations 
include: a white appearance - as camouflage from prey on the snow... 

A polar bear is standing 
in the snow.

Animal skin adaptations for 
cold environments 

The context mentions that polar bears live in and around the cold 
Arctic Ocean, and their skin is adapted to help them survive in cold 
places. Out of the given options, neither the Eurasian lynx nor the 
thorny devil is mentioned in the context. However, the polar bear is 
mentioned as an animal with skin adapted for survival in cold 
places. Since the polar bear is not listed as an option, we must 
choose the most possible option from the given choices. The Eurasian 
lynx lives in colder regions compared to the thorny devil, which is a 
desert-dwelling reptile. Therefore, the answer is A. 

Which is the main persuasive 
appeal used in this ad?

(A) pathos (emotion)
(B) ethos (character)
(C) logos (reason)



Results on ScienceQA

MM-COT*

LLaMA-Adapter*

UnifiedQA CoT

GPT-3
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ChatGPT CoT

Chameleon 
(ChatGPT)

GPT-4 CoT

Chameleon 
(GPT-4)
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TabMWP: Tabular Math Word Problems

38,431 Problems 37,644 Tables2 Tasks 12.9/54 Avg/Max cells35,442 Solutions

https://promptpg.github.io/explore.html

https://promptpg.github.io/explore.html


Context Diversity in TabMWP



Module Inventory for ScienceQA

Row Lookup
Column Lookup
Table Verbalizer
Knowledge Retrieval
Solution Generator
Program Generator

Program Verifier
Program Executor

Answer Generator



Chameleon for TabMWP

9

This table shows the number of miles Wanda hiked each day on 
her camping trip. The median is the middle value in a set of data 
when the data is arranged in order. To find the median, the data 
must be arranged in order from least to greatest (or greatest to 
least), and then the middle value(s) is/are determined.

Answer Generator

Knowledge Retrieval

Program Generator

Program Verifier

Program Executor

Wanda went on a camping trip 
and logged the number of miles 
she hiked each day. What is the 
median of the numbers?

miles_hiked = [10, 9, 10, 5, 9]
miles_hiked = sorted(miles_hiked)
middle1 = (len(miles_hiked) - 1) // 2
middle2 = len(miles_hiked) // 2
ans = (miles_hiked[middle1] + miles_hiked[middle2]) / 2

ans = 9.0

Miles hiked
Day Miles

Sunday 10
Monday 9
Tuesday 10

Wednesday 5
Thursday 9

Look at the following schedule. When does 
the bus depart from the train station?
(A) 12:35 P.M. (B) 1:10 P.M.
(C) 1:10 P.M. (D) 10:45 A.M.

Bus schedule

Location Arrive Depart
stadium 10:20 A.M. 10:25 A.M.
park 10:35 A.M. 10:45 A.M.
hotel 11:10 A.M. 11:15 A.M.
airport 12:05 P.M. 12:10 P.M.
train station 12:25 P.M. 12:35 P.M.
bus station 1:10 P.M. 1:10 P.M.

12:35 P.M.Answer Generator

Row Lookup

Solution Generator

Location Arrive Depart
train station 12:25 P.M. 12:35 P.M.

(Step 1) Find the train station on the schedule. Find the departure 
time for the train station.

(Step 2) Train station: 12:35 P.M. The bus departs from the train 
station at 12:35 P.M. 

(Step 3) The answer is 12:35 P.M.



Results on TabMWP
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Tool Use for ScienceQA
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Tool Use for TabMWP
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START
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The LLM planner is able 
to make good decisions 
on how to sequence tools 
in a few-shot setup.



Take-Away

v Chameleon: a plug-and-play compositional reasoning framework that augments LLMs with various tools

v Module inventory: LLM models, off-the-shelf vision models, web search engines, Python functions, and 
rule-based modules 

v LLM planner: generate a program to compose tools by natural language instructions
v Efficiently extendable to using new modules
v Natural-language-like programs are less error-prone, easy to debug, and user-friendly
v Flexible to replace the underlying LLM for the planner as well as each module



More Details

● Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.09842
● Project: https://chameleon-llm.github.io/
● Code: https://github.com/lupantech/chameleon-llm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWFixIk4vjs

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.09842
https://chameleon-llm.github.io/
https://github.com/lupantech/chameleon-llm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWFixIk4vjs

